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1) The Nevels n;tove from Kentucky -t;d Detroit a.s·a result of 

the war. The economy of rural K~ntucky ha~ declined with. most of 

the men off to the army and'' gbods ;iri' short supply. Clovis Nevels 
-.. ~. 

' f is finding it more' difficult to make a living and in any case. is 

). ~j (~'It summoned for his army .physical. -Dnce ·che finds he is not to i!e 
fll.,,J· IV 

Afrt;pr immediately inducted, he decides to head for Detroit where, due 

to the demands of the war, f~:dustrial production has soared, 

~ .. ~/' ~- providing literally millions 6f jobs in the plants. Like millions 

/ of other rural poor, Clovis has been taught to believe that the 

cities hold out fantastic opportunities in all areas of life; 

employment, housing, schools and adventure. Clovis quickly finds 

a job. Gertie has absolutely no desire to leave Kentucky. She 

plans to buy the Tipton Flace and to settle her family down on their 

ovm farm. Hb~vever Clovis wants her and the children to join him 

in Detroit, and he is backed up by Gertie's mother who pressures 

Gertie to abandon her dream and go to Detroit. 

In many ways, life in Kentucky and Detroit is completely 

differertt. For the Nevels, at least in normal times, life in 

Kentucky is characterized by a certain deegree of security and 

happiness. The Nevels are part of a small community of family 

and friends whose roots and ties go back two hundred years. Al-

though the social status of the Nevels and their neighbors seem 

to have declined since the time they were pioneers and land own-

ers, they still work at least partly for themselves, without any 

supervision, and amidst great physical beauty. The stable comm-

unity that surrounds the Nevels provides a system of support that 

enables the family to endure many of the hardships of life. All 
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in. all, .the Nevels are relatively content in Kentucky, their 

Children grot,~T up in limi t.,les s natural playgrounds, and at least 
' ' 

for a short time before leaving for Detroit, Gert,ie has hopes for 

upward mobility. 

Compared with this, life in Detroit is a nightmare. Clovis 

and the men work continual overtime in fast-moving factories. under 

miserable and dangerous working conditio11s. The housing for the 

entire family is cramped, dirty, and ugly. The children's.school 

is old and crowded. Moreover, unlike life in Kentucky,. thE( Nevels 

have no se<::mri ty in Detro± t. Clovis is never sure if h'e will be 

working ovei-time, whether he ~ill be on strike, or whether he 

will even have c;l. job. T.he community of the housing proje'ct is far 

more transient ~hari that which the Nevel~ knew in Kehtuc~y~ In 

short, there is no anchor for the family in Detroit. 

Gertie finds it nearly impossible to tolerate any of the 
/~~... . . . . C,.rv~ t-~-

( conditions of life in Detro± t, but some of those~ bother her 
,, 

~AJ ''ost are the ever-increasing debt V>Thich is a way of life in the 
?.; 

ity, the effect of Detroit on her children under its demand that 
{j~'o If • I 

)v..r /they "adjust" to become like everyone else there, and her o~m 

~imprisonment in the Nevels I project apartment. Mm·f. .,f=au, (!.erhe wuiSPf 
-fk tt'ffltm l).nJ hltcwi1 of her tile 1i\ ·iN f.IIJtttfyll'lf oF ({!lr#v(kf. 

The rest of the family reacts to Detroit in different ways. 

At~first, Clovis is excited about the family's new found appli-

ances and the novelties of th~ city. Clovis appreciates the chance 

\r¥hich the city gives him to earn a living at what he likes: vwrk-

ing with machines. As time goes on, however, Clovis begins to 

have mixed feelings about living in Detroi~as the pressures and 

uncertainties of their life there becomes clearer. 
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The children are almost even"SJ-y divided, between those who are 

able to "adjust" and those who are not. , Rueben and Cassie cannot. 

Rueben is unable to conform to the model demanded by his teacher 

and returns home on his own. Cassi~ continues playing with her 

make-believe friend Callie Lou, and when Gertie tries to end her 

fantasy playmate, Cassie wi thdrav1s even further, and is finally 

killed by accident. Ciftie, ' Enoch and A.mos, on the other hand, 

although confronted with barriers, are able to fit in to Detroit 

life from the beginning. 

2) Working class life in the housing project is harsh and 

sometimes brutal. Adults and children are continually fighting, 

families are alW:?YS in debt and there is absolutely no privacy. 

These conditions of life and work put a great strain on all per-

sonal relationships. At the same time, there exists a mutually 

supportive co:m.'1\uni ty, particularly among the women, v1hich makes 

it possible for the Nevels and their neighbors to survive. Fam-

ilies 'Vlatch out for each other's children, lend each other money, 

and try to provi~e emotional support in time of need. 

3X Nearly everyone in the story makes some attempt, explicit 

or implicit, to identify the source of their problems. Gertie 

sees the issue as city life itself which is impersonal and cruel. 
~i-r.A; / 

The Dalys blame non~white, non-Catholics.~ The tool and die man 

blames the Flints. For the m~t part, however, Arnow does little 

to develop in her characters a clear world view of any sort through 

which they explain their live~~ This may be an accurate reflec

ct+lt:~t .5~ 
tion of the fact that people living and working in conditions 

~ 
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such as those she depicts often do not have the time or energy 

to completely formulate explan~tions for their situation, though 

everyone hai vari6us ideas a~d opinions on the subject. 

Life for the people of Merry Hill is miserable in many ways 

as discussed above. However, ~g-the greatest cause of their 

misery is their inability to see a wayout. The debts mount, 

work grinds on, and the seasons change, but there is little sense 

d . 1 . f il_ that life will improve ramatlca ly ln any orseeable way. In 

addition, life is made especially miserable by the complete ab-· 

sense of any relief from the miseries of day to day life, since 

there are no woods, beaches or vacations to find refuge in. 

4) Arnow does not make clear any signs of possible improve-

ment for the Nevels in the near future. The family has been 

split up with Reuben's return to Kentucky and Cassie's death. 

Clovis is out of work and in fear or discovery for having killed· 

a company thug and Gertie's spirit has been nearly crushed by 

the combination of events, as demonstrated at the end of the book 

when she destroys her long-cherised block of wood. It is hard to 

see from the course of the story itself what might be the source 

of material or spiritual enrichment. 

Historically, however, it is po~sible that the Nevels might 

well benefit at least materially from the impending boom which, 

unknown to them, was to follow the war and last through the late 

'60's. 

5) The ~abor ~ovement has a direct effect on the lives of 
'" 

the workers in the story, since the factories they are working in 
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were unionized only a':(:,e.Y{ years b.,:fpre', thereby providing a floor 

on wage~ and working c6rtdition~· fo2 thpse who work there~ 

However ·there'·are.•dif:fe'rent 'etttitudes toward the union on the. 

part of different workers, for a variety of reasons. Hany of the 

new workers, such as Clovis, ar~ originally hostile to the union 

since they take the gains of the labor movement.for granted, not. 

having worked in the plants before the union was present. These 

workers want to put in as much time as possible at ~ork in order 

to bring home the largest possible paycheck to meet the costs 

o.f Detroit life and their aspirations for upward mobility. Be-

cause of their rural background, there is a strong strain of in-

dividualism present among these workers which leads them to 

believe that they shoud ~not be forced to belong to any associ-

ation uriless they freely chose to. The wives of these workers~ 

such as Gertie, who don't themselves workin the plants but who 

are generally responsible for the debts and budget of the family, 

are particularly hostile to any institution which might cause 

their husbands to miss work and a paycheck. 

However, in this story, Clovis, and to some degre Gertie, 
•'(__.{, CJJ£-, c. 

~·the importance ofthe union as time goes on, and 

they learn about the nature of work in the factories. 

6) Arnow's book is an excellent portrayal of the life not 

only of the Nevels, but of a. whole generation of immigrants to 

the Northern factories. Most of all, the book is extremely eff-

ective in depicting Gertie, the way she views the world, and 

the absolutely central role of a working class woman in the sur-

vival of her family and cornmunity. A.nd this is done v.;ithout giving 

.,:_ J,..._,..... 
alorifv or idealize workinq class life . 


